In this paper, the authors wish to introduce an application of the gravitational model through a concrete example. In their investigation, the gravitational model was transformed to analyse the impact of accessibility in a way that not only the size of gravitational forces but their direction can also be measured. Displacements were illustrated by a bidimensional regression, which gives a new perspective to the investigation of the Hungarian spatial structure.
Introduction
The overall goal of modelling is to simplify reality, actual processes and interactions, and based on the obtained data, draw conclusions and make forecasts. Models based on gravitational analogy are the tools of spatial interactions of classical regional analysis. They were first applied in the 19th century (Carey 1858 , Reilly 1929 , Stewart 1948 , Converse 1949 , Zipf 1949 , Dodd 1950 , Hammer-Ikle 1957 .
The application of geographical gravity is confirmed by the theory of experience, according to which (just as in time), objects that are closer to each other in space are more related than distant things. This is called the "first law of geography" (Tobler 1970 ).
There are two basic areas of the application of gravitational models based on physical analogy: the spatial flow analysis (Filippo, S. et al. 2012 , Martinez et. al. 2003 , and the demarcation of catchment areas (Vieira et al. 1993 , Mate et al. 2011 . The potential models based on gravitational analogy are the most important groups of accessible models. In general, it can be stated that they are accessible approaches, according to which, the models show the potential benefits of the region compared to other regions where the benefits are quantified (Spiekermann-Wegener-Schürmann 1997) .
The use of accessible models in transport-geographical studies is very common; however, when models are used, it is not entirely clear what is actually modelled as due to their complexity, interpretation may be difficult (Kincses-Tóth 2011) . It should be stressed that accessibility has no universally accepted definition; in empirical studies, different methodological background indicators are used (see Geurs-van Wee 2004 , Gutierrez 2001 , Tschopp et al. 2003 , Willigers-Floor-van Wee 2007 . The gravitational theory is a theory of contact, which examines the territorial interaction between two or more points in a a 1 Hungarian Central Statistical Office, 1024 Budapest, Keleti Károly u. 5-7., Hungary, E-mail: aron.kincses@ksh.hu b 2 Hungarian Central Statistical Office, 1024 Budapest, Keleti Károly u. 5-7., Hungary, E-mail: geza.toth@ksh.hu similar way to correlations analysed according to the law of gravitation in physics. According to Dusek (2003) , despite the analogy, there are significant differences between gravitational models used by social sciences and the law of gravitation used in physics. It is worth bearing in mind that "the gravitational model is not based on the gravitational law". It is a fundamental statement based on the experience of undeniable statistical character that takes into consideration spatial phenomena. According to this statement, phenomena interact with each other. The phenomena, which are closer to each other in space, are more related than distant phenomena (Dusek 2003, p. 45 ).
There are a number of differences between the law and the model. In this study, we wish to highlight a new point of view. As a consequence of the spatial interaction, classical gravitational potential models show the magnitude of potential at spatial points. Regarding the law of gravity in physics, the direction of forces cannot be evaded. In our approach, each unit area is assigned an attraction direction. That is, in the case of the gravity model (although such spaces are free of vortex) the space is characterized using vectors.
Method
The universal gravitational law, Newton's gravitational law, states (1686) that any two point-like bodies mutually attract each other by a force, whose magnitude is directly proportional to the product of the bodies' weight and is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them (Budo 1970) (1st formula):
where γ is the proportional factor, the gravitational constant (independent of time and place). If r indicates the radius vector drawn from the mass point number 2 to a mass point number 1, then r/r is the unit vector drawn from 1 towards 2, thus, the impact of gravitational force on mass point 1 from mass point 2 is in (Equation 2) (Figure 1 ), which reads
A gravitational field is set if the gradient (K) can be specified by direction and magnitude in each point of the range. Since K is a vector quantity, three numbers (two in plane) are required to be known at each point, for example, the right angle components of gradient K x , K y , K z , which are functions of the site. However, many fields, including the gravitational field, can be characterized in a more simple way. They can be expressed by a single scalar, the so-called potential function, instead of three values. 
Gravitational power
The potential is in a similar relation with gradient as work and potential energy with force.
Taking advantage of this, gravitational models are also applied in most social sciences where space is usually described by a single scalar function (Kincses-Tóth 2011) ; whereas in gravitational law, vectors characterizing the space are of great importance. The primary reason for this is that arithmetic operations calculated with numbers are easier to handle than with vectors. Perhaps we could say that by working with potentials, we can avoid calculation problems in problem solving. The potential completely characterizes the whirlfree gravity gravitational field because there is a definite relationship between the field strength and the potential:
In other words, the potential (as mathematical functional) is the negative gradient of field strength. There are various types of potentials and models, which are different from those based directly on the gravitational analogy, but in this case, force effects among space power sources are quite different. In fact, these models differ from each other since the attractive forces remain above a predetermined limit value and within set distances.
The force in a general form is:
where C, α, β, ƴ are constants (Barthélemy 2011) .
Although potential models often characterize concentration on focal points of areas and spatial structures, they fail to provide information regarding direction and with how much force the social attributes of other areas attract each delimited area unit. Accordingly, we 
The impact of force on i by j:
attempt to use vectors in order to show the direction where the Hungarian micro regions 1 tend to attract micro regions (LAU1) in the economic space compared to their actual geographical position. This analysis can demonstrate the most important centres of attraction, or discrepancies, with the differences between the gravitational orientations of micro-regions displayed on a map after the evaluation of data from 2000, 2005 and 2010 has been performed. In the study, the geometric centres of specific micro-regions were the co-ordinates of Hungarian micro-regions, which were determined in the EOV co-ordinate system 2 by (Geographical Information System) GIS software. Our goal can be achieved by using Equation (3) to potentials or directly with the help of forces. We chose the latter.
In the conventional gravity model (Stewart, 1948) , D ij is the "demographic force" between i and j where W i and W j are the population size of the settlements (regions), d ij is the distance between i and j, and g is the empirical constant (Equation 5).
In this study, the W i and W j weight factors represent personal income, which is the gross income serving as the basis of personal income tax, d ij is the actual distance between i and j regional centres measured by road in minutes (regardless of the traffic conditions and only the maximum speed depending on the road type is taken into consideration). Personal income is the best variable to represent the Hungarian spatial development structure. Later the weight factors will be represented by other variables, which are to model the underlying causes of changes in the development.
By generalizing the previous formula, we write the following equation (Equation 6 and 7): (7) where W i and W j are the masses, d ij is the distance between them, c is a constant, which is the change of the intensity of inter-regional relations as a function of distance. As the exponent, c, increases and the intensity of inter-regional relations becomes more sensitive to distance, this significance of masses gradually decreases (Dusek 2003) . The minus sign expresses mathematically that the masses attract each other (see Figure 1) .
With the extension of the above equation, we can measure both the strength of the force between the two regions and its direction.
While performing calculations, it is worth dividing the vectors into x and y components and summarize them separately. To calculate the magnitude of this effect (vertical and horizontal forces of components) the following equations are required (Equation 8 and 9), which follow from (6):
where x i , x j , y i , y j are the coordinates of the i and j regions.
However, if the calculation is carried out on all unit areas involved, it will show in which direction their forces exactly act and how strongly they affect the given unit area (Equation 10).
It should be noted that while in potential models, the results are modified by the introduction of "self-potential", in the examination of forces, we disregard the introduction of "self-forces".
Thus, it is possible to determine the magnitude and direction of force in which other areas affect each territorial unit. The direction of the vector, which is assigned to the region, determines the attraction direction of other unit areas, while the length of the vector is proportional to the magnitude of force. For the sake of mapping and illustration, we transformed the received forces into shifts proportional to them in the following way (Equation 11 and 12): ; D i is the force along the x and y axes; k is a constant and in this case it is 0.5. This has the effect of normalizing the data magnitudes.
We assume that in our model, the amount of interactions between the "masses" is the same as in Equation 7, and based on the superposition principle, it can be calculated for a given region by Equation 10. The new model cannot be directly compared with transport-geographical data, but the results can be compared with traffic data in potential models to verify our model (Kincses-Tóth 2011) .
Our model partly complements the potential models, which ensures a deeper insight into them. In the following sections of this study, the intention is to communicate some of the significant results of this model.
Application of two-dimensional regression
The point set obtained by the gravitational calculation (W i is the gross income serving as the basis for personal income tax, population, tax payers, dwellings built, local taxes, number of active corporations and unincorporated enterprises of the i micro-region in Hungary, d ij is the distance between i and j micro-regions), is worth comparing with the baseline point set, i.e. the actual real-world geographic coordinates, and examining how the space is changed and distorted by the field of force. The comparison, can be readily carried out by a simple cartographic representation, but with such a large number of points, the results are unlikely to be very good. It is much better to use a two-dimensional regression.
The two-dimensional regression is one the methods of comparing partial shapes. The comparison is possible only if one of the point coordinates in the coordinate systems differing from each other is transformed to another coordinate system by an appropriate rate of displacement, rotation and scaling. Thus, it is possible to determine the degree of local and global similarities of shapes as well as the differences based on the unique and aggregated differences between the points of the shapes transformed into a common coordinate system. The method was developed by Tobler, who published a study describing this procedure in 1994 after the precedents of the 60s and 70s (Tobler, 1961 (Tobler, , 1965 (Tobler, , 1978 (Tobler, , 1994 . There are many examples using this procedure, which are not necessarily motivated by geographic issues (Kare-Samal-Marx 2010, SymingtonBrunsdon-Charlton 2002, Nakaya 2010).
For the equation relating to the calculation of the Euclidean version, see Tobler 1994 , Friedmann-Kohler 2003 , Dusek 2011 . Table 1 The equation of the two dimensional regression of Euclidean Tobler (1994) and Friedman, Kohler (2003) based on Dusek 2011 p.14.
Where x and y are the coordinates of independent shapes, a and b are the coordinates of dependent shapes, a' and b' represent the coordinates of dependent shapes in the system of independent shapes. α 1 determines the measure of horizontal shift, while α 2 determines the measure of vertical shift. β 1 and β 2 are the scalar difference and (Ф) and (Θ) determine the angle of shifting.
SST is the total square sum of the difference. SSR is the square sum of difference explained by regression. SSE is the square sum of difference not explained by the regression (residual). Further details about the background of the two-dimensional regression can be seen in Dusek (2011) p. 14-15. Our results show that there is a strong relation between the two point systems; the transformed version from the original point set can be obtained without using rotation (Θ = 0). Essential ratio difference between the two shapes was not observed. Comparing the obtained results, it is obvious that the set of points behaves like a single-centre midpoint similarity, when it is diminished. This means that only the attractive force of Budapest can be determined at a national level. The observed pairs of points are strongly correlated with each other. The analysis of local taxes showed the strongest correlation. The values of beta1 may provide the most important relationship. These unambiguously indicate an east-west divide in Hungary.
Map display and direction analyses
The aforementioned statement can be illustrated by a map display of a two-dimensional regression. The Darcy program can be used in the application (http://www.spatialmodelling.info/Darcy-2-module-decomparaison).
The square grid overlays the shape-dependent coordinate system and its interpolated modified position further generalizes the information received from the participating points.
The arrows in Figures 2 and 3 show the directions of the shifts while the coloured shading illustrates the type of distortion. The warm colours express the divergent forces of the area, which are considered to be the most important gravitational displacements.
The areas illustrated in green and its shades represent just the opposite, namely the most important nodes of gravity.
The data in Table 2 shows that the space shaped by the gravitational model causes only a slight distortion compared to the geographic space. The magnitude of vertical and horizontal displacements increased slightly in 2010.
Practically, the maps produced by Darcy software verify this (Figure 2 and Figure 3 ). It can be seen that the capital of Hungary is Hungary's main centre of gravity, the centre towards which the largest power is attracted. The regional centres like Győr, Pécs, Szeged, Debrecen are also gravity nodes. The national role of regional centres is weak. In the area of Budapest, a gravity fault line emerges.
The reason for this phenomenon is that the Hungarian capital attracts all the microregions while very weak forces are applied to Budapest compared to its mass.
The map also illustrates that the regular force fields are the major transport corridors, namely they are slightly distorted due to highways. Between 2000 and 2010, the significance of green-marked gravitational nodes increased. The comparison of the two maps clearly shows the intensification of regional differences. Visualizing the gravity field on the basis of incomes, 2000 Figure 3 Visualizing the gravity field on the basis of incomes, 2010
We have tried to analyse what socio-economic factors resulted in the development conditions of 2010 through using these indicators to model how the gravity field changed. The population number in the micro regions of the western section of the Budapest agglomeration fell sharply, clearly indicating a gravity breaking point due to the reversal of previously prevailing suburbanization processes. There are similar depressed areas in the micro regions of Eger and Mezőkövesd. The relationship of the micro regions of Debrecen and Balmazújváros showed the strongest gravity node. In contrast with this, there are only smaller sub centres at the south-western tip of Lake Balaton and at the node determined by the micro regions of Esztergom, Tatabánya and Bicske.
Concerning the number of taxpayers, Budapest has a clear 'node position' and there is another, related, gravity centre in the south-western tip of Lake Balaton. There are smaller quasi sub centres around some regional centres (Győr, Debrecen) and in some more dynamic micro regions (Tatabánya). The most significant divide is between the node in the surroundings of Lake Balaton and the micro regions lying southwest of that. In this respect, there are relatively few significant 'fault lines' in the gravity field. Changes in the gravity field based on the number of tax payers, [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] In comparison with the previous maps, a slightly different picture emerges in the number of dwellings built -several gravity centres and breaking points. A significant centre can be seen in the northern part of the agglomeration of Budapest. Based on the breaking point lying south of this centre, we can say that the rise in the number of dwellings built was implemented at the expense of the capital city. It reflects the constantly changing processes of suburbanization. There is a gravity centre at the regional hub of Miskolc, as well as south of Budapest and in the surroundings of the western tip of Lake Balaton (micro regions of Hévíz and Keszthely as well as the micro-region of Nagyatád). The reasons may be different in case of these micro-regions, i.e. tourism plays a determining role in the former, while in case of the latter one -as we will show among active enterprises -it results from the favourable effects of industry. Changes in the gravity field based on the number of dwellings built, 2000-2010 Perhaps the gravity map of local taxes shows the most varied patterns. In this respect, Budapest and the regional centres can be identified as the most important nodes, but the micro regions of serious industrial base, e.g. those of Esztergom and Székesfehérvár also deserve attention. The most significant gravity 'fault line' is between these micro regions and the agglomeration of Budapest. The previously mentioned micro region of Hévíz is another gravity node in this respect. Changes in the gravity field based on local taxes, 2000 -2010 Changes in the gravity field based on the number of active enterprises, [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] As for the number of active enterprises, the micro regions of Hévíz, Székesfehérvár, Miskolc and Eger play a central role. There are other, smaller centres of local importance, REGIONAL STATISTICS, 2013, VOL. 3: 41-56 e.g. the micro region of Nagyatád and the surrounding areas, which is separated by a sharp breaking point from the micro regions of Keszthely and Hévíz.
Summary
The study attempts to introduce the potential and unexplored areas of gravitational models and problems of their interpretation by expanding and extending the methodology. The forces applied were illustrated by using the income tax base as weights in micro-regions of Hungary. Based on the model, the result, in line with experience, illustrated that Budapest has no counterweight in Hungary and the local central areas are weak; however, the presence of stable local centres is detectable in Debrecen, Miskolc, Nyíregyháza, Szeged and Pécs micro-regions.
There are several indicators to highlight and thoroughly analyse what socio-economic processes are behind a basic change in the spatial structure.
